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Overview

• LH wish-list 2013 - How well did we do?

• New techniques for IR subtraction

• New methods for multi-loop integrals

• Many new predictions for 2 → 2 scattering processes

• automated QCD+EW corrections

• Automated NLO is hard at work: NLO+PS, ME merging at NLO etc.

Experiments always need 
smaller theory errors!



LH13 wishlist : Higgs and related
Process State of the Art Desired
H d‡ @ NNLO QCD (expansion in 1/mt) d‡ @ NNNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)

full mt/mb dependence @ NLO QCD full mt/mb dependence @ NNLO QCD
and @ NLO EW and @ NNLO QCD+EW
NNLO+PS, in the mt æ Œ limit NNLO+PS with finite top quark mass e�ects

H + j d‡ @ NNLO QCD (g only) d‡ @ NNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
and finite-quark-mass e�ects and finite-quark-mass e�ects
@ LO QCD and LO EW @ NLO QCD and NLO EW

H + 2j ‡tot(VBF) @ NNLO(DIS) QCD d‡(VBF) @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
d‡(VBF) @ NLO EW
d‡(gg) @ NLO QCD (infinite-mt limit) d‡(gg) @ NNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
and finite-quark-mass e�ects @ LO QCD and finite-quark-mass e�ects

@ NLO QCD and NLO EW
H + V d‡ @ NNLO QCD with H æ bb̄ @ same accuracy

d‡ @ NLO EW d‡(gg) @ NLO QCD
‡tot(gg) @ NLO QCD (infinite-mt limit) with full mt/mb dependence

tH and d‡(stable top) @ LO QCD d‡(top decays)
t̄H @ NLO QCD and NLO EW
tt̄H d‡(stable tops) @ NLO QCD d‡(top decays)

@ NLO QCD and NLO EW
gg æ HH d‡ @ NLO QCD (leading mt dependence) d‡ @ NLO QCD

d‡ @ NNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit) with full mt/mb dependence

Table 1: Wishlist part 1 – Higgs (V = W, Z)

In the context of Higgs-boson observables, this issue is discussed in some detail in Refs. [39,
40] (see also references therein); general considerations about this issue can also be found in
Section 2.8.

1.1.1 Final states involving the Higgs Boson
Now that the Higgs boson has been discovered, the next key step is the detailed measurement of
its properties and couplings. Already much has been accomplished during the 2011–2012 running
at the LHC, but di�erential measurements, for example, are still in their infancy, due to the lack
of statistics. Given its importance, a great deal of theoretical attention has already been given to
calculations of the Higgs-boson production sub-processes for each of the production modes [38–
40] including a concise summary of the predictions available for each channel.2 Nevertheless, as
indicated in Table 1.1, more precise calculations are needed.

H: The current situation is well summarized in Refs. [38–40]: we know the production cross
section for the gg fusion subprocess to NNLO QCD in the infinite-mt limit and including
finite-quark-mass e�ects at NLO QCD and NLO EW. The current experimental uncer-
tainties associated with probing the gg æ H process cross section are of the order of
20–40%, depending on the amount of model-dependent assumptions. Theoretically, the
uncertainty is of the order of 15%, with the uncertainties due to PDF+–s and higher-order
corrections, as estimated through scale variations, both being on the order of 7–8%. The
accuracy of the experimental cross section is statistically limited, with the total error ex-
pected to decrease to the order of 10% with 300 fb≠1 in Run 2, running at an energy close

2For more references, see also Ref. [41].
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Boughezhal, Focke, Giele, Liu, 
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Hamilton, Nason, Re, Zanderighi 1309.0017

finite top mass corrections at NNLO still challenging

Boughezhal, Caola, Melnikov, 
Petriello, Schulze 1504.07922

gg only : Chen, Glover, Gehrmann, 
Jaquier 1408.5325

Hamilton, Nason, Zanderighi 1501.04637

automated NLO
e.g. aMC@NLO_MG5



Precise Higgs predictions
inclusive N3LO

differential NNLO H+1j

[e.g. Herzog, PSR15 Kraków]

scale var. ~ 3-5%

PDF error dominates
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Figure 3: Higgs plus jet production cross-sections in depen-
dence of the cut on the jet transverse momentum. The mini-
mal cut we consider is p

?

> 30 GeV. See text for details.

and NNLO as a function of the unphysical scale µ over
the range µ 2 [p

?,cut : 2mH ]. We estimate the residual
uncertainty due to PDF to be at the O(5%) level. The
situation is similar for the 13 TeV LHC. More precisely,
we find �pp!H+j = 10.2+4.0

�2.6 pb, 14.7
+3.0
�2.5 pb, 17.5

+1.1
�1.4 pb

at leading, next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading
order, corresponding to a NLO (NNLO) increase with re-
spect to LO of 44% (72%) for µ = mH and of 25% (31%)
for µ = mH/2.

It is interesting to understand to what extent pertur-
bative QCD corrections depend on the kinematics of the
process and/or on the details of the jet algorithm. One
way to study this is to explore how the NNLO QCD cor-
rections change as the lower cut on the jet transverse mo-
mentum is varied. We show corresponding results for the
8 TeV LHC in Fig. 3 where the cumulative distribution
for �(H+j, p

?,j � p
?,cut) is displayed. The inset in Fig. 3

shows ratios of NNLO(NLO) to NLO(LO) H + j cross-
sections, respectively, computed for µF = µR = mH as
a function of the jet p

?

-cut. It follows from Fig. 3 that
QCD radiative corrections depend on the kinematics. In-
deed, the NNLO to NLO cross-sections ratio changes
from 1.25 at p

?

= 30 GeV to ⇠ 1 at p
?

⇠ 150 GeV.
In Fig. 4 we show the Higgs boson transverse momen-

tum distribution in the reaction pp ! H + j, for three
consecutive orders of perturbation theory. We require
that there is a jet in the final state with a transverse mo-
mentum higher than p

?,j > 30 GeV. Note that the two
bins closest to the boundary p

?,H = 30 GeV have been
combined to avoid the well-known Sudakov-shoulder ef-
fect [43]. Away from that region, the NNLO QCD radia-
tive corrections increase the NLO cross-section by about
20%, slowly decreasing as p

?,H increases.
In conclusion, we have presented a calculation of the

NNLO QCD corrections to the production of the Higgs
boson in association with a jet at the LHC. This is the
first complete computation of NNLO QCD corrections to
a Higgs production process with a jet in the final state. It
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Figure 4: Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution in
pp ! H+j at 8 TeV LHC. The jet is defined with the anti-k

?

algorithm with �R = 0.5 and the cut on the jet transverse
momentum of 30 GeV. Further details are explained in the
text.

shows that techniques for performing NNLO QCD com-
putations, that were in the development phase for several
years, can indeed be used to provide precise predictions
for complex process at hadron colliders. The total cross
section for H+jet production receives moderate NNLO
QCD corrections. For jets defined with the anti-k

?

algo-
rithm with p

?,j > 30 GeV, we find NNLO QCD correc-
tions of the order of 20% for µ = mH . These moderate
corrections are the result of the smaller corrections for
the qg channel w.r.t the gg one, and a suppression of the
gg channel due to qq̄ final states not considered in previ-
ous analyses [9, 10]. Beyond the total cross section, our
computation will have important implications for many
processes that are used to study properties of the Higgs
boson, including W+W� and �� final states, primarily
through improved modelling of the Higgs transverse mo-
mentum and rapidity distributions. In particular, since
the complete N3LO computation of the Higgs boson pro-
duction cross section is available, a consistent computa-
tion of the H +0 jets, H +1 jet, H +2 jet and H +3 jet
exclusive processes becomes possible for the first time.
Furthermore, since the Higgs boson is a spin-zero parti-
cle, our computation can be easily extended to include
Higgs boson decays, to enable theoretical predictions for
fiducial cross sections and kinematic distributions for the
particles that are observed in detectors. Once this is
done, our calculation will provide a powerful tool that
will help to understand detailed properties of the Higgs
boson at the LHC.

We thank T. Becher, J. Campbell, T. Gehrmann and
M. Jaquier for helpful communications. We are grate-
ful to S. Badger for making his results for tree-level
amplitudes available to us. F. C. would like to thank
the Institute for Theoretical Particle Physics of KIT and
the Physics and Astronomy Department of Northwestern
University for hospitality at various stages of this project.
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LH13 wishlist : top and jets

Process State of the Art Desired
tt̄ ‡tot(stable tops) @ NNLO QCD d‡(top decays)

d‡(top decays) @ NLO QCD @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
d‡(stable tops) @ NLO EW

tt̄ + j(j) d‡(NWA top decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(NWA top decays)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

tt̄ + Z d‡(stable tops) @ NLO QCD d‡(top decays) @ NLO QCD
+ NLO EW

single-top d‡(NWA top decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(NWA top decays)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

dijet d‡ @ NNLO QCD (g only) d‡ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
d‡ @ NLO EW (weak)

3j d‡ @ NLO QCD d‡ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
“ + j d‡ @ NLO QCD d‡ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

d‡ @ NLO EW

Table 2: Wishlist part 2 – Jets and Heavy Quarks

quarks. In all three cases, it is necessary to know the cross section (with top decays) at
NLO QCD, possibly including NLO EW e�ects.

HH: The self-coupling of the Higgs boson arises from the EW symmetry breaking of the Higgs
potential and measuring the triple-Higgs-boson coupling then directly probes the EW
potential. Double-Higgs production via gluon fusion, used to measure the triple-Higgs
coupling, is known at LO QCD with full top mass dependence, including the leading
finite-mass e�ects at NLO QCD [52,53] and at NNLO QCD in the infinite-mt limit [54]. It
may be necessary to compute the full top mass dependence at NLO QCD. The production
cross section for double-Higgs production is small, and the backgrounds non-negligible.
Nonetheless, it is hoped that a 50% precision on the self-coupling parameter may be
possible with 3000 fb≠1 at 14 TeV [42]. Other double-Higgs production processes, such as
via gluon fusion or associated production with W/Z bosons, are mostly known to NLO
QCD (excluding final states with top quarks) and were recently discussed in Refs. [55,56].
Owing to the strong suppression of their cross sections, their observability at the LHC is
extremely challenging.

1.1.2 Final states involving Jets or Heavy Quarks
tt̄: Precision top physics is important for a number of reasons. It is by far the most massive

quark, and it is possible that new physics might have a strong coupling to top quarks;
hence the need for precision predictions. For example, a forward–backward asymmetry
has been observed at the Tevatron larger than predicted by NLO QCD+EW predictions.
The larger than expected asymmetry may be the result of new physics, due to missing
higher-order corrections, or caused by unknown problems in the experimental analysis.
At the LHC, the dominant production mechanism for top pair production is through gg
fusion, for basically all kinematic regions. Thus, a comparison of precise top-quark mea-
surements with similar predictions can greatly help the determination of the gluon PDF,
especially at high x where the current uncertainty is large. The present experimental
uncertainty on the total top-quark pair cross section is on the order of 5% for the dilep-
ton final state, and should improve for the lepton + jets final state to be of the same
order [57, 58]. Note that a sizeable portion of that uncertainty is due to the luminosity
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Brucherseifer, Caola, Melnikov 
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Precision Top and jets 
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW[26] (red). Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) corre-
spond to the unexpanded definition (2), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (3). The CDF/DØ (naive) av-
erage is from Ref. [27]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

eq. (3), is the expansion of the ratio eq. (2) in powers of
!S . 5

In the present letter, we present di!erential asymme-
tries with the unexpanded definition (2) and without EW
corrections (see figs. 2,3,4). The inclusive asymmetry, see
fig. 1, is computed with both definitions (2) and (3) in-
cluding EW corrections. 6 The numerator factor NEW is
taken 7 from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. Only for the inclusive
asymmetry we determine the scale variation by keeping
µR = µF

8 (since the scale dependence of NEW is pub-
lished [26] only for µR = µF ). We also note that the scale
variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (2) and (3) are computed for each scale value.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In fig. 1 we observe that the central values of the ex-
panded (3) and unexpanded (2) definitions of inclusive

5 Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since
the !S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-
ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an
indication of the sensitivity of AFB to missing higher order terms.

6 EW corrections to Di are neglected since EW e!ects to the total
cross-section are very small O(1%), see Refs. [55–59].

7 We have checked that the di!erent pdf and mt used in Ref. [26]
have negligible impact on the QCD numerator N3 and so we
expect the same to hold for NEW.

8 We have checked that for the pure QCD corrections to the to-
tal asymmetry the di!erence with respect to scale uncertainty
derived with µR != µF variation is negligible.
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AFB di!er significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO.
While the unexpanded definition (2) closely resembles
the experimental setup, the consistency of the two def-
initions within uncertainties renders the question about
the more appropriate choice largely irrelevant. We also
note the small scale error for the expanded AFB defini-
tion (3) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO, which
appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion of EW
corrections, however, breaks this pattern and brings the
scale dependence in line with the unexpanded definition
eq. (2). Therefore, following the previous literature, we
choose as our final prediction ASM

FB = 0.095± 0.007 (sce-
nario 10 in fig. 1) which is derived with the expanded
definition (3) and includes EW [26] corrections.

better agreement between theory 
and data for AFB at Tevatron

LHC distributions on the way

faster/more efficient code in development

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov 1411.3007 

jets at NNLO expected to have 
important impact on the gluon PDF
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Figure 53: Comparison of the gluon in a fit to a dataset without jet data and in the global fit at NLO
(top) and NNLO (bottom), plotted at Q2 = 2 GeV2 vs. x on a logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale.

5.2.3 Impact of jet data on the global fit

We now explore the impact of jet data in the NLO and NNLO NNPDF3.0 fits, with the motiva-
tion of making sure that theoretical limitations in the description of jet data, and in particular
the current lack of full knowledge of NNLO corrections, does not bias the fit results.

To this purpose, we have produced versions of the NNPDF3.0 PDF fit in which all jet data are
removed from the global dataset: the gluon from these sets is compared to that from the default
global fit at Q2 = 2 GeV2 in Fig. 53: Other PDFs are essentially unchanged upon removing
jet data. It is clear that removing jet data from the global fit leads to a substantial increase
of the PDF uncertainties on the gluon at medium- and large-x. However, when jet data are
included, the uncertainties are very similar at NLO and NNLO, despite the fact that at NNLO
the jet dataset is significantly smaller due to the more restrictive cuts which we have introduced
in order to account for the incomplete knowledge of NNLO corrections to jet production (see
Sect. 2.3.2): in fact, if anything, the uncertainties are somewhat smaller at NNLO. This is
reassuring in that it is consistent with the expectation that no instabilities are introduced by
jet data in the NNLO fit despite potentially large perturbative corrections, and in fact the fit
becomes tighter at NNLO.

In Tab. 14 we compare at NLO and NNLO the !2 to the collider jet data, both in the
reference NNPDF3.0 fit and in the fit without jet data. We provide the results using both the
experimental and the t0 !2 definitions, whose values can di!er significantly, especially at NNLO.
The description of jet data turns out to be reasonably good even when they are not included in
the fit, especially at NNLO. This is evidence for consistency, and it explains why they help in
reducing the gluon uncertainty. We also show the value of the !2 for top pair production, which
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LH13 wishlist : EW gauge bosons
Process State of the Art Desired
V d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNNLO QCD

d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW and @ NNLO QCD+EW
NNLO+PS

V + j(j) d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay)
d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

VVÕ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(decaying o�-shell V)
d‡(on-shell V decays) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

gg æ VV d‡(V decays) @ LO QCD d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD
V“ d‡(V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decay)

d‡(PA, V decay) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
Vbb̄ d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD

massive b + NLO EW, massless b
VVÕ“ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕVÕÕ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕ + j d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕ + jj d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
““ d‡ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW qT resummation at NNLL matched to NNLO

Table 3: Wishlist part 3 – Electroweak Gauge Bosons (V = W, Z)

VVÕ: With precision measurements of double-vector-boson production (VVÕ), one has a han-
dle on the determination of triple gauge couplings, and a possible window onto new
physics. Currently, the cross sections are known to NLO QCD (with V decays) and
to NLO EW (with on-shell or at least resonant V’s). WZ cross sections currently have
a (non-luminosity) experimental uncertainty on the order of 10% or less, dominated by
the statistical error [103, 104]. The current theoretical uncertainty is on the order of 6%.
Both the experimental statistical and systematic errors will improve with more data, ne-
cessitating the need for a calculation of VVÕ to NNLO QCD + NLO EW (with V decays).
Recently the well-known NLO QCD corrections have been complemented by the NLO
EW corrections, first for stable W and Z bosons [105–107], and in the WW case also in-
cluding corrections to leptonic W-boson decays [108]. Moreover, the EW corrections to
on-shell VVÕ production have been implemented in the Herwig Monte Carlo generator in
an approximative way [109].
A thorough knowledge of the VV production cross section is needed, because of mea-
surements of triple gauge couplings and since that final state forms a background for
Higgs measurements in those channels. The non-luminosity errors for the VV final state
are of the order of 10% or less, with the theoretical uncertainties approximately half
that [103,104,110–113].

gg æ VV: An important piece of the VV cross section is that resulting from a gg initial state. For-
mally, the gg production sub-process is suppressed by a factor of –2

s with respect to the
dominant qq̄ sub-process, but still contributes 5–10% to the cross section for typical event-
selection cuts due to the large gluon flux at the LHC. As background to Higgs-boson stud-
ies, it can even be enhanced to the level of some 10% (see, e.g., discussions in Refs. [38–40]
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Recently the well-known NLO QCD corrections have been complemented by the NLO
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surements of triple gauge couplings and since that final state forms a background for
Higgs measurements in those channels. The non-luminosity errors for the VV final state
are of the order of 10% or less, with the theoretical uncertainties approximately half
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gg æ VV: An important piece of the VV cross section is that resulting from a gg initial state. For-
mally, the gg production sub-process is suppressed by a factor of –2
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pp → W+W-

3

!
s

TeV !LO !NLO !NNLO !gg"H"WW!

7 29.52+1.6%
#2.5% 45.16+3.7%

#2.9% 49.04+2.1%
#1.8% 3.25+7.1%

#7.8%

8 35.50+2.4%
#3.5% 54.77+3.7%

#2.9% 59.84+2.2%
#1.9% 4.14+7.2%

#7.8%

13 67.16+5.5%
#6.7% 106.0+4.1%

#3.2% 118.7+2.5%
#2.2% 9.44+7.4%

#7.9%

14 73.74+5.9%
#7.2% 116.7+4.1%

#3.3% 131.3+2.6%
#2.2% 10.64+7.5%

#8.0%

TABLE I. LO, NLO and NNLO cross sections (in picobarn)
for on-shell W+W# production in the 4FNS and reference
results for gg ! H ! WW $ from Ref. [75].

decrease when moving from LO to NLO and NNLO.
Moreover, the NNLO (NLO) corrections turn out to ex-
ceed the scale uncertainty of the NLO (LO) predictions
by up to a factor 3 (34). The fact that LO and NLO
scale variations underestimate higher-order e!ects can be
attributed to the fact that the gluon–quark and gluon–
gluon induced partonic channels, which yield a sizable
contribution to the W+W! cross section, appear only
beyond LO and NLO, respectively. The NNLO is the
first order at which all partonic channels are contribut-
ing. The NNLO scale dependence, which amounts to
about 3%, can thus be considered a realistic estimate of
the theoretical uncertainty due to missing higher-order
e!ects.

In Figure 1, theoretical predictions in the 4FNS are
compared to CMS and ATLAS measurements at 7 and
8 TeV [5–8]. For a consistent comparison, our results
for on-shell W+W! production are combined with the
gg ! H ! WW " cross sections reported in Table I.
It turns out that the inclusion of the NNLO corrections
leads to an excellent description of the data at 7 TeV and
decreases the significance of the observed excess at 8 TeV.
In the lower frame of Figure 1, predictions and scale vari-
ations at NNLO are compared to NLO ones, and also the
individual contribution of the gg ! W+W! channel is
shown. Using NNLO parton distributions throughout,
the loop induced gluon fusion contribution is only about
35% of the total NNLO correction.

In the light of the small scale dependence of the 4FNS
NNLO cross section, the ambiguities associated with the
definition of a top-free W+W! cross section and its sen-
sitivity to the choice of the FNS might represent a sig-
nificant source of theoretical uncertainty at NNLO. In
particular, the omission of b-quark emissions in our 4FNS
definition of the W+W! cross section implies potentially
large logarithms of mb in the transition from the 4FNS
to the 5FNS. To quantify this kind of uncertainties, we
study the NNLO W+W! cross section in the 5FNS and
introduce a subtraction of its top contamination that al-
lows for a consistent comparison between the two FNSs.
An optimal definition of W+W! production in the 5FNS
requires maximal suppression of the top resonances in

!/!NLO
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FIG. 1. The on-shell W+W# cross section in the 4FNS at

LO (dots), NLO (dashes), NLO+gg (dot dashes) and NNLO

(solid) combined with gg ! H ! WW $ is compared to re-

cent ATLAS and CMS measurements [5–8]. In the lower panel

NNLO and NLO+gg results are normalized to NLO predic-

tions. The bands describe scale variations.

the pp ! W+W!b and pp ! W+W!bb̄ channels. At
the same time, the cancellation of collinear singularities
associated with massless g ! bb̄ splittings requires a suf-
ficient level of inclusiveness. The di"culty of fulfilling
both requirements is clearly illustrated in Figure 2 (left),
where 5FNS predictions are plotted versus a b-jet veto
that rejects b-jets with pT,bjet > pvetoT,bjet over the whole
rapidity range, and are compared to 4FNS results. In
the inclusive limit, pvetoT,bjet ! #, the higher-order correc-
tions in the 5FNS su!er from a huge top contamination.
At 7 (14) TeV the resulting relative enhancement with
respect to the 4FNS amounts to about 30 (60)% at NLO
and a factor 4 (8) at NNLO. In principle, it can be sup-
pressed through the b-jet veto. However, for natural jet
veto values around 30 GeV the top contamination re-
mains larger than 10% of the W+W! cross section, and
a complete suppression of the top contributions requires
a veto of the order of 1 GeV. Moreover, as pvetoT,bjet ! 0,
the (N)NLO cross section does not approach a constant,
but, starting from pvetoT,bjet $ 10 GeV, it displays a loga-
rithmic slope due to singularities associated with initial
state g ! bb̄ splittings. This sensitivity to the jet-veto
parameters represents a theoretical ambiguity at the sev-
eral percent level, which is inherent in the definition of
top-free W+W! production based on a b-jet veto.

To circumvent this problem we will adopt an alterna-

[Monni, Zanderighi 1410.4745]

[Gehrmann, Grazzini, Kallweit, Maierhöfer, von 
Manteuffel, Pozzorini, Rathlev, Tancredi 1408.5243]

discrepancies can also arise due 
to systematic errors when 

extrapolating fiducial results to 
inclusive ones

NNLO inclusive in better 
agreement with ATLAS and CMS



NNLO methods
IR subtraction

multi-loop techniques

CPU intensive

canonical differential equations [Henn (2013)]

direct integration [Panzer (2014)]

prospects for 2 → 3? 
(pp → 3j / pp → H+2j)

improving convergence 
(locality, mis-binning)

Antenna [Glover et al.]

STRIPPER [Czakon]

pp → V V* [Caola et al. (2015)]

qT [Catani, Grazzini]

N-Jettiness [Bougezhal et al.]
talk tomorrow from F. Petriello

multi-scale integrals still unknown

unknown functions for integrals with 
internal masses



automated NNLO subtractions

BLHA accord should be able to 
provide these matrix elements in 

the near future

Genera)on%of%subtrac)on%terms%

Collec)on%of%matrix%elements%required%

Czakon, PSR15 Kraków

STRIPPER implementation: Czakon, Heymes, 
van Hameren (work in progress)

rather simple extension - should 
make it’s standardised

similar efforts with 
Antenna subtraction

one-loop codes are able to provide 
the necessary ingredients but precision 

and speed are more important



NLO EW+QCD

aMC@NLO_MADGRAPH5

OPENLOOPSRECOLA
automated EW+QCD

GOSAM

[Denner, Dittmaier, Hecht, Pasold 1412.7412]

QCD x EW for Drell-Yan [Dittmaier, Huss, Schwinn 1403.3216]

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

[Denner, Hofer, Scharf, Uccirati 1411.0916]

[w/ interleaved QED/QCD shower  Barzè et al. 1202.0465, 1302.4606, 1408.5766]

[Kallweit, Lindert, Maierhöfer, Pozzorini, Schönherr 1412.5157]

(EW Sudakov’s )[Chiesa, Montagnia , Barzè, Moretti, 
Nicrosini, Piccinni, Tramontano 1305.6837]

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! tt̄H [Yu Zhang et al. 1407.1110][Frixione et al. 1407.0823]



NLO EW+QCD

aMC@NLO_MADGRAPH5

OPENLOOPSRECOLA
automated EW+QCD

GOSAM

[Denner, Dittmaier, Hecht, Pasold 1412.7412]

QCD x EW for Drell-Yan [Dittmaier, Huss, Schwinn 1403.3216]

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

[Denner, Hofer, Scharf, Uccirati 1411.0916]

[w/ interleaved QED/QCD shower  Barzè et al. 1202.0465, 1302.4606, 1408.5766]

[Kallweit, Lindert, Maierhöfer, Pozzorini, Schönherr 1412.5157]

(EW Sudakov’s )[Chiesa, Montagnia , Barzè, Moretti, 
Nicrosini, Piccinni, Tramontano 1305.6837]

pp ! W+  3j

pp ! W + �

pp ! Z + 2j

pp ! Z + 3j

pp ! tt̄H [Yu Zhang et al. 1407.1110][Frixione et al. 1407.0823]

• improved QED PDFs [NNPDF2.3, other groups in progress]
- impact of photon induced processes
- uncertainties in photon PDFs

• better understanding of EW+QCD matching to parton shower?

•assessment/comparison of the current EW+QCD tools: are we 
providing the necessary predictions to the experiments?



Outlook
• Overall: good progress for NNLO and NLO+EW since 2013

• Further development of NNLO tools needed for widespread use in the 
experimental analyses [Ntuples, ApplGrid, Rivet,...]

• NNLO beyond 2 → 3 still needs a lot of work - projects are underway

- bottleneck at NNLO now in double virtual corrections

• Comparisons between new fixed order NNLO and NLO MC techniques

- understanding theoretical errors (NNLO vs merged NLO)

- impact of re-summations (Parton showers/explicit re-summation) 

- dynamical scale choices (e.g. mH vs HT vs CKKW/MiNLO in H+j)
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